SAFE LOAD TESTS FOR 4" CONCRETE FLOATING FLOORS

PURPOSE OF TESTS
To determine maximum loadings on reinforced concrete slabs supported by flexible elements of unlimited deflection spaced 48" apart.

LOADING METHOD
Placement of 500 lbs and 1000 lbs certified steel weights provided by the Howe Richardson Scale Company. 500 lb weights were approximately 12" x 12" x 12". 1000 lb weights were frustums of four sided pyramids approximately 16" square at the base.

TEST SITE
The tests were performed at the yard of Mason Industries, Inc., 3335 E. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, California, 90023 on April 29, 1974.

CONCRETE REPORT
Concrete report by California Test Labs Division dated 5/2/74 and 5/9/74.
TEST ONE - 5 Foot x 5 Foot x 4 Inches thick

Concrete - 3000 psi mix
Reinforcement - 6 x 6 wire mesh 1" from bottom
Support Points - Four Mason Industries FSN-1336 castings with EAFM-7640 60 durometer white inserts. Supports were 4'0" on centers

Procedure 1
A single 500 lb weight was placed in the center of the slab and 500 lb weights added in 500 lb increments until there were six high for a total concentrated load of 3000 lbs on a one square foot area. (Test discontinued because of instability of column of weights). Measurements were taken with a steel scale near two corners and at the midpoint of the span between them.

Results
1. No visible cracking appeared at 3000 lbs concentrated loading.
2. The neoprene mountings deflected approximately 0.20" and the midpoint of the slab a total of 0.30". Therefore, the slab deflection was 0.10".

Procedure 2
Loading was arranged in a 24" square of four 500 lb weights and weights added in clusters of four or 2000 lbs increments.

Results
1. Slab was in tact, but showed tensile cracks on the bottom at 4000 lbs loading.
2. Slab failed in a simple line across the center when placing additional 2000 lb load. Failure point lies between a 4000 and 6000 lb concentrated load or 800 - 1200 lbs per lineal foot.
3. Mounts were retrieved after completion of the second procedure and showed no damage or permanent set.

Conclusion Test One
Narrow sections of 4" thick concrete reinforced with a single layer of 6 x 6 mesh can sustain a maximum concentrated load of 270 lbs per lineal foot across the short dimension with 3/1 safety factor. Deflection designs are limited to 1/360 of the loaded span. A safe deflection of 1/360 of 48"=0.13". At 600 lbs/lineal foot the deflection was 0.10". At 270 lbs/lineal foot the deflection would be only 0.045" or 29% of the allowable maximum.
TEST TWO - 6 Foot x 13 Foot x 4 Inches thick

Concrete - 3000 psi mix
Reinforcement - 6 x 6 wire mesh 1" from bottom
Support Points - Eight Mason Industries FSN-1336 castings with EAFM-7640 60 durometer white inserts. Supports were 4'0" on centers both ways.

Procedure

500 lb weights were added in a rough pattern over the entire slab area to approximate a "uniform" loading as it would occur in the field. Measurements were taken along one edge at each isolator and at the mid points. Weights were added until the total loading reached 20,000 lbs or 255 lbs per square foot. Test was delayed approximately three hours until additional weights were obtained. 1000 lb weights were then added one at a time as a concentrated load along the long center line of the base.

Results
1. Slab had a tensile crack to begin with at the third point before lifting and loading began. This crack had been caused by lifting the slab with a fork truck before the test to inspect the underside.
2. At 20,000 lbs loading the initial crack described above appeared to be no larger.
3. No apparent changes in the concrete slab took place during the three hour delay at the 20,000 lbs loading (2500 lbs/mount or three times rated load).
4. Measurements plotted below at 20,000 lbs show a continuous bowing of the slab rather than bending of each panel and the development of negative moments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POINTS</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Height (in)</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height After 3 Hrs @ 20,000 lb Loading</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Slab remained in tact and showed an additional tensile crack across the width at 23,000 lbs loading and remained in tact with 26,000 lbs. Failure in a central crack along the length occurred at 27,000 lbs or 345 lbs per square foot and 3375 lbs per mount (four times rated load).

Conclusion Test Two
1. In actual installations perimeter mounts are selected for half the stiffness of interior mounts since they receive half loadings. Softer exterior mounts would have reduced the overall bowing.
2. The uniform loading of the slab to 20,000 lbs was the approximate equivalent of 10,000 lbs concentrated loading down the center. Failure occurred with an add of 7,000 lbs or 17,000 lbs total.
17,000 lbs divided by the length of 13' is 1307 lbs/lineal foot which correlates well with the 1200 lbs/lineal foot in test one. Continuous slabs can be rated at 435 lbs concentrated load per lineal foot with the 3/1 safety deflection.
3. The slab was loaded uniformly to 20,000 lbs and the 7000 lbs concentrated load was the equivalent 14,000 lbs uniform. This failure occurred at 34,000/78 or 435 lbs/sq ft. Using a 3/1 safety factor, this construction can be considered safe at a uniform loading of approximately 150 lbs/sq ft.
4. Mounts were examined two hours after removal and showed no damage or permanent set.
TEST THREE - 13 Foot x 13 Foot x 3.43 Inches thick
with 3 Foot x 3 Foot cutout in corner

Concrete - 3000 psi mix
Reinforcement - 12 x 12 6 gauge wire mesh 1" from bottom
Support Points - Fifteen Mason Industries FSN-1336 castings with EAFM - 7640 60 durometer
white inserts on 42" - 50" centers

Slab 3 was purposely constructed in a haphazard manner to simulate poor field supervision and
construction. The mounting locations were inaccurate, castings were badly cocked and the pour
was short to create an undersized uneven finish. 11 x 11" squares were cut out of the 6 x 6 mesh
to leave a 12 x 12 six gauge pattern.

Procedure 1
Random scatter of 30,000 lbs of 500 and 1000 lb steel weights.

Results
1. At 30,000 lbs loading slab showed no cracks (188 lbs per sq. ft.).

Procedure 2
Gradual shifting of weights to a wide row between two rows of mountings.

Results
1. As weights were shifted in, a crack began to appear at a concentrated load of 17,000 lbs. Failure
   22,000 lbs.

Conclusion Test Three
An undersized 4" slab with half the normally specified 6 x 6 mesh and mounts on as much as 52"
centers exhibits surprising strength and serviceability and probably would show no failure in the
average application.
TEST FOUR - 17 Foot x 17 Foot x 4 Inches thick

Concrete - 3000 psi mix
Reinforcement - One row of No. 3 bars on either side of FSN-1336 castings running in both directions.
One row of No. 3 bars down the center of panels in each direction. All bars supported by the castings 1" off the bottom
Support Points - 25 Mason Industries FSN-1336 castings with EAFM-7640, 60 durometer white inserts. Supports were 4'0" on centers.

---

Procedure 1
Weights were placed in a 2'0" wide row across the center of the base. Total weight 30,000 lbs/17' = 1760 lbs/lineal foot.

Results
No visible cracks and slab could be seen to deflect in a uniform bow to the edges with no reverse bending.

Conclusions Procedure 1
1. Bottom reinforcing layer only is adequate as concentrated loads are spread out over large distances. Negative curve was not visible in this test. On a continuous slab it would probably be very gentle and well within 1/360 of span limitations without noticeable upper surface cracking.
2. Construction was tested to 1760 lbs/lineal foot without failure. Test could not be carried to destruction since all of the 30,000 lbs of test weights were already applied. Concentrated load of 1760 lbs/3 or 585 lbs per lineal foot could be applied without question.

Procedure 2
The 30,000 lbs of weights were stacked in a 4' x 4' pattern in the center of 17' x 17' slab.

Results
The slab deformed in a concave pattern from the center out in a wide radius of at least 7'0".

Conclusions Procedure 2
The 30,000 lb weights were insufficient to produce failure. Once again, no negative moments were observed and the concentrated load spread over a wide area. Bottom reinforcement alone was adequate and since no failure resulted, applying a 3/1 safety factor to the system suggests a concentrated load of 10,000 lbs is well within safety limits.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND CLOSING COMMENTS

As stated at the beginning of this report the purpose of these tests was to determine maximum loadings on reinforced concrete slabs supported by flexible elements spaced 48" apart with unlimited deflection.

Our conclusions and recommendations were stated at the end of each test. The recommendations are conservative because in actual practice floating floors are never allowed to deflect through deflections approaching the 0.75" as shown in the report. In actual practice floor deflections are limited to 0.3" with differential deflections actually being even less. Mounting systems of adequate stiffness are in place to receive concentrated loads to keep deflections to this maximum 0.3" limit. We are told by Mason Industries that their recommended method of installing floating floors keeps the concentrated equipment weight off the floating floor. This equipment is either supported by piers or continuous foundations that penetrate the floating floor and rest on the main structure itself.

These findings are interesting since some floating floors are poured at elevation, or on some occasion, lift slabs might be elevated before the mechanical equipment is put in place. Thus, a low capacity area of the floor similar to that used in these tests would be subjected to temporary loading as the equipment is moved across the more lightly supported areas to those places where the mountings are concentrated. These tests confirm Mason Industries' contention that concentrated loads are actually transmitted by the floor on the flexible supports over a wide area until the total number of mountings affected by the floor's deflection curve assume the total load. Since each mounting has a low stiffness, and any manufacturer supplying these systems would tend to supply about the same stiffness per total area of free floor not permanently subjected to concentrated loads, the spacing of the individual isolators would seem to be unimportant as the load would disperse itself over a wide area as shown in Test Four. The shape of this curve would probably be little different whether a number of softer isolators were placed on 1 foot centers or higher capacity units were used as in these tests. A factor to be considered, however, would be the total allowable floor deflection in supporting loads, using one device as compared to another.

In terms of possible structural floor difficulties a comparison of isolator stiffnesses would be appropriate and the isolator having the minimum deflection for a specified frequency would be the most desirable from a structural point of view.

Theodore Jones
Registered Civil Engineer
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